THE MOUNT AGUNG VOLCANO EVACUEES

WHAT WE MUST
DO?
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Before the eruption of
MountAgung

Dont Panic, stay calm, and find accurate
information (facebook: mount Agung
Relief)

If volcano ash warning is announced
earlier before it happened, please go
home as soon as possible.

Plan and decide the route to assembly
point during earthquake

If volcano ash is falling and you are still
outside (workplace or going out), please
stay indoor until the volcano ash has
settled.

Prepare N95 Masker for Family
Prepare the medicine at home
Always prepare your mobile phone credit
as long as the Mount Agung eruption
warning is still up.
Prepare clean water and enough food for
your pet and livestock.
If you have a children, teach them about
the emergency (disaster) plan at school.
Prepare indoor games and activities at
home.

Volcano eruption actually will be followed
with massive earthquake because the
shifting of the earth plate and vibration of
the eruption.
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After the Mount Agung
Eruption.

Use masker. handkerchief or cloth to
cover your mouth and respiration. If you
don't have masker, use wet cloth or fabric
to cover them.

If you have respiratory concern or illness
(bronchitis, asthma, and Upper respiratory
tract infection). please stay in indoor to
avoid the ashes.

Close the door and window. Put towel or
wet fabric on your home ventilation

Clean the roof from thick ashes

Protect the electronic devices; cover with
plastic and don't open the cover until all
rooms are cleaned.
Break the pipe and gutters to prevent
c log, and let the water and ash fall down
to the ground
Do not wear contact lenses as this will
result in cornea abrasions.
If there is ash in your water, let it settle
and then use the clear water. If there is a
lot of ash in the water supply, do not use
your dishwasher or washing machine.
Water contaminated by ash will usually
make drinking water unpalatable before it
presents a health risk.
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Volcano ashes will become big trouble because it can enter entire house or office,
including the electronic devices, such as: TV, computer, camera, and another devices,
that can make damages. The volcano ashes are quite different w ith ordinary ashes. It
has crystal shape structure, that possible to make scratches and peel the surface when
we brush or swap clean the electronics.

How to Clean volcano

31 Ashes

Use masker before clean the ashes
Splash the water to the ashes. This will
make c leaning easier and prevent the
w ind to blow the ashes
Dispose the volcanic ashes in the strong
plastic bag
Volcanic ashes is very slippery, please
mind your step while you walk or climb to
the roof.
The volcanic ashes will clog your gutter
and pipe so easily, please clean up
Splash the water in yard and the street to
reduce the ash suspension. Please do not
splash the water too much.
Please lightly water down the ashes.
The ashes will become solid when we
use too much water so it will be harder
to be cleaned. This solid ashes will give
additional weight to the roof. The roof
become heavy, and the roof will collapsed

Don't drain off the ashes in to the pipe, it
will clog the pipe
Provide the good air flow ventilation by
opening all doors and windows before
you start cleaning .
Please use effective cleaning method
such as to wash with water and detergent.
Very recommended to use damp c loth
and vacuum cleaner to clean the ashes.
Use fabric or sponge that already mixed
w ith water and detergent, do the gentle
rub (do not press) to clean glass from the
ashes
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Letusan gunung api biasanya disertai dengan gempa bumi yang cukup besar akibat
terjadinya pergerakan dari dalam bumi dan getaran dari letusan gunung api.
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What to do during
Earthquake

Do not panic.
Take cover to sturdy furniture. (Under
the sturdy table. crouch in corner of the
room, etc) and cover your head and face.
Hold onto your cover
If possible to find a way out from the
building, go to the safe open space
(assembly point)
Turn off the stove. electricity, and gas
Make sure you know the location and how
to use fire extinguisher
Avoid area that made from glass, elevator,
and stairs
If possible to leave the building. please go
to assembly point
Avoid trees, power pole or shaking
build ing
If you life near the beach, please go find
open space that is far from the beachside.

If you are driving. please stop and go
out from your vehicle right away. Don't
cross the bridge, because it is possible
collapsing.
Assist others after you are already calm
and ready.

